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LIFE IS MAGIC

By Lao Tse

My honorable friends, before giving talk on "Life Is Magic", want to say that when I, Lao Tse, never gave any writings at all. I was a seeker after understanding of the nature of life and was taught that I was a seeker knows nothing! Therefore, what could I have to write? Listening to life's moments I acquired, after many many years, a little understanding that brought peace of mind to my way of living. For a time I talked much on what I thought I knew and many others listening to me accepted my thoughts and wrote them on tablets. I wrote nothing.

After a little more than ninety years I passed from the physical world with smile on my face, showing I had contentment. I came to the realization, one who forces life finds life trying to force them, bringing much trouble. I find this desire to force life is to acquire material possessions. I found more material possessions, more trouble. I found more laughter, more tears. All things equal themselves in the course of time. To want nothing brings peace of mind. To have nothing means you shall never be envied nor your life threatened.

To find the nature of life takes great amount of time and much concentration, and the will to sacrifice all material things. In your world today this is most difficult to do.

My family were rich family with much material possessions. I have beautiful wife, daughters, sons, and of course, concubines. I had little time for wife, therefore had less time for concubines. I spent much time in meditation and it was in these long years of meditation I came to the discovery that the human being is a magician, a magician without being consciously aware of his own ability as such. Not being aware that we are magicians we have no way of demonstrating our ability at making tricks and magical things.

But after one comes to know that he is magician and that he is fortunate to have a teacher to start with, he then learns right, how to be magician and control his abilities in magical demonstrations. One that has teacher learns first thing not to demonstrate his ability for a price but for service and good work to his fellow man in the time when it is needed.

In more ancient times than the ones I lived in (600 B.C.) great mystical schools came in to being. These schools were for the teaching of the individual of his own magical nature. But many, upon
learning, were overcome by the knowledge of their own power, and so in vanity proceeded to demonstrate in the open market places. Such ones were sent away from the schools in disgrace; so they continued to give their magical demonstrations to get followers, pupils that would pay them much material things to learn the use of magic. These ousted, disgraced pupils, in the course of time, were accepted in the temples of various religions, acting as priests, getting much power for the religious groups they belonged to. After this came what is called the priestcraft system and devil worship. For with their magic powers they frightened the people. The unknowing, the illiterate, the ignorant came under their spell, through the modes of suggestion and the whiplash of fear.

THE NECESSITY FOR RESPONSIBILITY

Now, so much for the black side. Let us turn to the white side. Here we find the pupil is first taught self-reliance, self responsibility, and the necessity for right knowing and ethical attitudes. Then he was taught the magical ways of breathing in certain rhythmic breaths and how to discharge these breaths while creating certain tones through the mouth and the throat.

With this he found he could do much healing. He could cause new vibrations to take place in the magnetism of the body, meaning the magnetic forces and the particles of which the body is made. He learned that by certain breathing directly at one that seems to be dead, to breathe back the life force to the heart and the lungs and the respiratory system in general.

But he learned also not to do these things when it was discovered, by the study of the aura and the auric lights, that such an individual had come to his end through natural causes. Not meaning natural failures of the mechanical body but natural causes to experiences that that one had suffered in a former life time, and so he was forbidden to make any effort to restimulate the life forces in that body, or to remove an ailment unless the conditions in the auric light around that person warranted so doing.

The pupil then learned that by, again, certain rhythmical breaths to cause a loosening of the elementary substance of which the physical structure is made, loosen it and disappear instantly into other dimensions of time. He learned that that is one of the greatest so-called sins that man could suffer; for it meant throwing away the vital forces of the body, meaning that this one would have to return to the physical world, go through the process of building another form out of three-dimensional, vibratory matter. This is called borrowing, borrowing and giving back; for never can we borrow without having to return a like measure. This is a part of the natural action of the unlearned individual in the laws of life, until such time he is prepared to awaken to the conscious awareness of his own divine nature as a magician, a magician having complete control over the elements in his three-dimensional world as well as throughout all space and consciousness.
BEYOND MIND

When one masters the art of magic they will no longer leave a physical body to be buried in the ground or to be placed in vaults. He will take this body with him; for it is mental energy, exactly the same as what is called the soul, the psyche. Mind, psyche, mind, it is all. Much has been said in the great Buddhistic teachings that there is a higher state than what is called mind. This thing, it is said, is called Buddhi. Cush teachings originated in the ancient schools of Zen Buddhism. This is understandable but not to the pupil in the beginning.

What is the reasoning back of creating higher and higher states? Eventually we must create ourselves out of existence entirely. Buddhi is mind. Mind is Buddhi. They are like what you call today in the world of matter, it is energy and matter. Energy changed into matter or matter into energy. Buddhi in mind. Mind in Buddhi.

The great mistake is made in naming it. That which is called the Higher Self, or Buddhi, ceases to be Buddhi or the Higher Self when it is so named. One must experience the condition not talk of it. It is like in Christianity, much talk is made of your God. Talking of God gets man nowhere; for man does not understand himself; how can he understand his God?

Until such time as the student has come to fully understand his own nature no word of a superior being is ever mentioned to him in the mystical schools. -- that is the authentic mystical schools -- the schools of the White Brotherhood.

The White Brotherhood did not have its origin in the three-dimensional world but in higher realms of consciousness, or other dimensions of time. One you Christians have come to call Jesus came out of India a great many, many years before the man Constantine of the Roman Empire. This great teacher coming from India and took the last of his initiations in the physical world in the Greek mystical schools. He was indeed the Anointed One but there have been a great many like him in the time of the earth, the world, since man appeared here. They all act out the Symbol of the Light, a demonstration to those who yet sleep that life is not centered only in a three-dimensional world. It is a beckoning Light, these great teachers, beckoning man on with courage and hope; but only those who are capable of understanding will see this Light, or these Lights, and recognize them for what they are. Only those that are already a long way on the Path of understanding. These in the course of time will take their last initiation which is a conscious renouncing of the physical world; for they realise fully, in full consciousness, the nature of the matter world.

It is no great sacrifice. There is no great suffering. It is simply initiation. But if that initiate is not prepared to take this last step, it becomes evident by the appalling suffering his body goes through, and so he has failed in his last effort and must
wait for rebirth to the physical world before he can take the last test again. For there must be no pain, indeed it must be a tremendous joy, a great state of complete at-one-ment with one's self in the sudden realization that you are the Eternal Light, that you, the Anointed One, now stand at the Eternal Light.

It is said that one called Jesus, in your Christian book, is saying to his disciples, "I am not of this world", is it not so said? What else could he have meant but that he had full realization of his own being. What other world could he have been of? The world of Light, light meaning clarity of understanding. This is the nature of an Avatar, a Master, the Light. The word Christ is meaning crystal clear. This is the state you are seeking to open; so that you shall no longer be caught on the unconscious veil of existence, going in the same door you came out of, the door of unconsciousness.

YOU MUST GET OUT OF THE WORLD ALIVE!

Man can get out of the world alive. He must get out of the world alive. That is the very mature of the work he is seeking; so that he can accomplish this. Getting out of the world alive means getting out consciously, awake, aware.

Yes, life is magic.

Let us go to what are called trees. Let us take the great trees in the forest that you have honored today. The great oaks, the great pines, all of the long-living trees. All of the giant redwoods, they are being honored in my time, although 500 years before the one you call Jesus the Christ. Let us take the seed of one of these, a very small body indeed, no? with the word to come forth, to manifest. Out of this small bundle of life is manifested a tremendous amount of substance, reaching high into the sky, spreading great and massive branches in all directions, producing innumerable leaves and more seeds. Magic? Yes.

Do you know of any of your ordinary, plain magicians on the stage, or the roving magicians of my time, that could bring forth so much matter out of one small seed? Yet man has this power to produce just this, a tree, to command the growth of plants, to command the movement of the stars, as well as the minute bodies of matter. But this ability is only potential of his nature until some work is done upon his consciousness to make it possible for him to bring forth such conditions. It is very much like the energy in the minute bodies you today call atoms. The energy is not there of itself, it is potentially so. Is not so? And when work is done upon these bodies, according to the amount of energy projected upon them, will they produce a greater abundance. Like the seed that is commanded by what is loosely called the forces of Nature, after creating the proper surroundings and conditions, the plant grows.

What actually is growing? Is there so much matter in this little body? No. It is gathering it from Mind. It is mental energy,
and mental energy creates the whole vast state of existence. Taking a seed of any kind we find what is there is a thought, an idea, no more, the idea of a structure. The idea becomes the blueprint, the mold; from this is cast the germ tree of the first of the redwoods, also many others of species of plants, all animal life, fish life, wild life and man.

I appear back on the earth as an idea, an unfinished idea.

Why does a tree reach a certain height, or a plant of any kind, and stop there? The idea has been completed. The seed has no more to say. It has stopped talking.

And so when man has no more to say he will stop talking and become that which he once talked about.

Life is magic. You are the magician. Go and complete your studies; so that you, too, can learn to stop talking.

It has been great honor to come talk with you.
(Trance Lecture through Mark Probert in the mid-1950s.)

* * *

FROM THE DECEMBER 1969 "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION BULLETIN"

"A letter from Samuel Bernstein of Brooklyn, reports on the new technologies based on brain-wave research from two books, one entitled 'The Privacy Invaders', the other, 'Privacy and Freedom'. Reading brain waves with the aid of a computer can now tell observers what color a person is looking at or it can repeat in exact sequence and at the exact time the alphabet through voice reproduction when the one being tested is only thinking about the alphabet."

ULTRA LONG WAVE MAGNETIZER

An Associate has sent us an advertisement, in English, of an electro-magnetic therapeutic apparatus manufactured and sold by the Kawasaki Electric Industry Co, of Tokyo, Japan. "Five powerful electrodes, installed in a chair, emit penetrative magnetic flux for healing many sicknesses. Emission of magnetism is adjustable by regulator and timer. Only sitting comfortably for 20 minutes daily cures stubborn chronic diseases, provides energy, promotes health and rejuvenates internal organs."

The electromagnets are mounted in a substantially built, comfortable looking arm chair with adjustable foot rest. The panel of controls is handy to the right hand. It is encouraging to see that magnetic therapy has come this far but we can be sure that the American Medical Association and the hatchet men of the Food and Drug Administration will fight tooth and nail to prevent the importation of this kind of equipment on a commercial basis into the United States. The highly profitable sale of drugs must go on!"
TO CANCER VICTIMS AND FRIENDS AND BBTA

Greetings: My conscience says I must tell my story to someone and since you are both interested in research, logic says I should tell it to you. You may not believe this unusual story. I can only assure you that every word is true.

Let me introduce myself. I am Mrs. J.S., age 70 in February 1969. A doctor performed a biopsy on me and the result showed cancer. The date of March 25th was set for surgery.

On March 4th a friend took me to see a man who could only be described as a Health Researcher. He too, with his own method of testing, believed that I had cancer. He gave me a very simple treatment that lasted half an hour. He then made the same test but it showed only a tumor. He said, "Now we must put the body in a condition so it will re-absorb this tumor, which it can and will do; for anything the blood put there, the blood can take away!"

On March 11th I took another treatment. He found no cancer. On March 12th I told the doctor to cancel the date for surgery; as I was convinced that I no longer had cancer. He urged me to keep the appointment for March 25th and he would take another biopsy to make sure. I reported on that date but the doctor could find no cancer! He couldn't even find the spot where he had taken the biopsy before. I had to show him where it had been. He took it, and he said he took a deep one, but it would come back negative, which it did on April 4th.

Now telling this thrilling story would do no one any good unless I tell just how it was accomplished. This I have permission to do. To start with, the Researcher told me of tests that indicate a cancer cannot live in a magnetic field. He placed close to my body a large permanent magnet that has a lifting power of 400 lbs., the Gauss rate -- whatever that is -- being unknown. He left the magnet there for one half hour, at which time in his belief I had the cancer no longer but only a tumor.

Now to get the body to re-absorb the tumor. First it was necessary that the liver do its appointed work of purifying the blood. Mine was inactive, with considerable cirrhosis. It is no secret that the doctors say there is no help for cirrhosis of the liver but I know there is. I bought Sodium Phosphate powder and Sodium Sulphate powder and took one-half teaspoon of each in hot water in the morning on an empty stomach. This may be too much for some folks but it cleaned my liver out and got it to doing its job.

Next I built up the iron in my blood so I could oxidize the waste material instead of building a tumor with it. I also started
using more alkaline foods to reduce my high acid level. Another aid to purification was comfrey root tea and I put comfrey root poultices over the area of the tumor.

I am well aware that the medical profession (it is not a science and never will be) says that one should not consider himself cured of cancer until five years have passed. This may be true but I have no doubt that a healing method that can take a cancer away can keep it away.

This is my story, all of it true, so help me God.

* * *

BLACK MAGIC IN BALTIMORE?

Why not? Millions of gambling dollars rode off that first World Series game, Oct. 11, 1969 and the capital of Maryland has been a center for the Black Arts since it was founded. To the trained observer in occult science, a group of experts laid a most potent hex on the New York "Mets", especially when the vitality was sucked out of the lower part of pitcher Tom Seaver's body in the fourth inning.

"They didn't show any life from early in the ball game," said Baltimore player Frank Robinson. "They didn't have too much to cheer about when we were ahead, 1 - 0, but I was really surprised the way they acted in the seventh inning, when they had a chance to get right back in the game. They looked beat. They could have turned in a big inning, but not one guy in their dugout applauded or showed any life at all! That was when I really expected them to jump up and down."

"I just ran out of gas," said "Mets" pitcher Tom Seaver in explanation. "Up until the fourth, I felt fine. I felt like I had my good fast ball. And then it happened all at once. I just felt my legs go. And I'm a pitcher who pitches with my legs. . . "

The magicians apparently made Mrs. Seaver a central figure in their evil rituals; for after the game she said, "Each time they hit him, they hit me. I felt like a voodoo doll with a pin."

Nancy Seaver had the reputation of being the most talkative and peppy of the "Mets" players' wives, but reporters wrote that in Baltimore she said only 10 words in an hour and 15 minutes of play. "Usually I'm the Mets' biggest cheerleader and I never stop talking. And I never, never chew gum. But today I was so nervous for Tom."

* * *

"In meditation, shouldn't we direct thought to the 'third eye'?

"Do not direct it anywhere. It is not good to meditate upon the body at all, particularly you Americans; you are already too conscious of your bodies. Merely put out a finger of mind stuff concerning your question." (Lo Sun Yat of the Inner Circle.)
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The rains started Sept. 22, 1969 and continued without letup for 38 days and nights, only two days short of the mythical 40 days that caused the Bible Flood! Tunisia, our most friendly Arab nation in North Africa hasn't had a catastrophe like that in 2,000 years, apparently; for sturdy granite Roman bridges that have stood undisturbed that long, were washed away in October in the yellow flood of mud. 300,000 persons were left homeless. 542 drowned. Four villages disappeared completely. It's impossible to estimate the dollar value of the damage.

Habib Bourgiba, Jr., Foreign Minister and son of Tunisia's president, visited the United Nations in New York recently and made this report in his plea to the nations of the world for more help:

- The whole geography and geology of major portions of the country must be remapped and re-inventoried.

- Millions of tons of scarce topsoil were washed into the Mediterranean, mainly from the dry, thin-soiled semidesert lands of the central plains, where camel herds grace near ancient olive groves.

- 52 bridges were washed out. So were 200 miles of roads. Without outside help it will take Tunisia 15 years to design and build new roads and bridges.

- Several rivers changed course radically. The Zeroud River, flowing to the sea between the mineral port of Sfax and El Djem (where a colosseum larger than that in Rome sits majestically alone on a treeless plain) now flows 12 miles from its previous bed.

- For days, a lake normally more than 10 miles from the sea, near the mosque-dotted city of Kerouan, was actually merged with the Mediterranean!

- Millions of trees were destroyed. More than half the date crop was destroyed. The olive crop was ruined. Eucalyptus and Tamarack windbreaks were washed away. The major rail lines of the country were washed out.

- A recently opened $7 million irrigation network near arid Kerouan was nearly wiped out. It was to have opened a new era for growing a high-yield Mexican wheat distributed by the Ford Foundation.

When Bourgiba flew over Tunisia's Mediterranean coast a month after the flood was over, the usually clear blue sea was still muddy yellow for at least 15 miles from shore; and muddy waves washed the
beaches south of Hammamet, one of Tunisia's finest tourist meccas.

HERCULANEUM REVEALED

One welcome surprise, to archaeologists, was the uncovering of a complete Roman village near Hergla. The rains and floods had to wash away nearly forty feet of earth to expose it.

Of course the underground water table in Tunisia has risen considerably but it may be poisoned with salt and other undesirable minerals from the soil.

Of course friendly nations rushed aid to the stricken country immediately after the flood. The United States provided helicopter service, medicines, blankets, some temporary housing; and has offered a million dollars to help rebuild the washed out iron ore railroad to Bizerte. But West Germany has offered $2.5 million in aid and other smaller countries have been markedly more generous in their help. It just happens that this tragedy to about the only Arab nation that still maintains friendly relations with us came at a time when we were cutting back our foreign aid program -- and cutting domestic spending, too -- in order to finance our holy war against Communism in Asia. Bourguiba hoped for a miniature Marshall Plan for help to Tunisia but it wont happen. Earl W. Foell, writing for the LA "Times" from New York, passes along this observation:

"A Western European diplomat familiar with Tunisia said at a recent gathering at the United Nations that he felt this was evidence of extreme short sightedness on the part of Washington. Here you have been Tunisia's chief booster for the past decade. And Tunisia has been your showcase for both African and Arab eyes. Just as it has been the showcase for the United Nations, half a dozen Western European countries, Bulgaria, the World Bank and the Ford Foundation. Now, judging from the pictures and reports from my embassy, more than half of that investment has been wiped out. But, instead of saying you will help the Tunisians rebuild the showcase over a period of years -- instead of saying you will help a nation that has stuck by you even at the risk of irritating France and its Arab neighbors -- you gave quickly when the hat was passed, and now appear ready to relax.

"Your Congress is more interested in spending $50 million for jets to help Taiwan fend off Communists, who could not possibly send an invasion fleet, than in putting a few of those millions into constructive rebuilding."

Why we should neglect our friends and support ruthless dictatorships in Asia is puzzling a lot of figures in public life including the recently re-elected mayor of New York City, John Lindsay, who said recently: "It's a little difficult to discover exactly what American foreign policy is at the moment. Certainly the war in Vietnam has had as deep an impact on the fabric of this country as any contest abroad in our history. It has contributed to the tensions beyond any doubt."
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To those of us who have looked to the Inner Circle for Light and guidance over the years, the origin and direction of America's foreign policy has been no puzzle, no secret. It leads from Washington, to Wall Street, to Rome. We had this revealing communica-
tion from Lo Sun Yat of the Inner Circle, through Mark "Robert, in June 1951 (BSRA 10-P, Part II). The Chinese initiate was discuss-
ing the war in Korea and China's situation:

"Chiang Kai Shek is not, and never was the right one for the
people of China. He is self-centered, and overbearing, and en-
tirely indifferent to the state of the masses of the people. He
stands for imperialism and has really no conception of democracy.

"Now, unless internal strife breaks out in Russia, you will
have war in time. But Russia does not want war -- she has never
wanted open war. She wants only to eat, eat away at other
countries, with others to do her fighting for her, if possible.
Of course, what she most wants is domination of your capitalistic
country, and destruction of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, her
sworn enemy. These two cannot exist in the same world.

"Now I would like to say to you that there is great hope for
Man and the world he lives in today -- but that hope is very, very
thin. The general war may not come today, or tomorrow, or in
months -- but it will come. It must come sometime or other as
long as there are these two great powers in the world (Catholicism
and Communism).

"Which is the strongest power of the two?" asked a guest.

"Catholicism. The Roman Catholic church has the strongest
pull on the world, and Catholicism has always said it could exist
as long as Capitalism is dominant," replied Lo Sun Yat.

"Is Catholicism tied in with our capitalist system?"

"It is."

"If we went off our present monetary system, would that help?" asked Irene "Robert.

"It might," replied Lo Sun Yat, "except for the fact that
those who would destroy it, probably would do it for their own
good. I am not for destroying capitalism, but I am for using it
under the law of Love. My friends, love is the only way; we must
be our brother's keeper; we must be as much interested in his wel-
fare as our own...

"I see no hope for the world until both Communism and Cathol-
icism go down. One binds you physically, the other mentally. I
do not like to say these things. It sounds like doom that I am
pronouncing. But remember, out of the ashes of one civilization
comes the beautiful start of another."
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF RADIONICS

Part VIII, by The Radionist

Continuing with a review of the equipment used in this art, the successor to the Calbro-Magnowave was the Art Tool & Die Co., of Detroit, Michigan. It produced a variety of models from the middle nineteen thirties until 1942, when shortage of electronic parts for civilian use during World War II force the company to discontinue production.

Just as the Calbro-Magnowave was the best instrument of its day, in terms of tuning scope, features and effectiveness; so were the Art Tool & Die Co. instruments the leaders of their period. The later models made by this company differed in design, and had a number of improvements as compared to the Calbro Magnowave. The number of tuning controls per horizontal row was increased from six to nine. This was done mainly in response to the theoretical and practical advances incorporated in the teachings of a remarkable individual named A. Stanley Rogers, whose work merits a separate instalment in this series. With nine tuning dials per row, the number of possible tuning combinations was still further increased. Accuracy of tuning was enhanced, enabling the instrument to be brought more squarely in resonance with certain factors that had not been adequately expressed in 6-dial tuning rates. Above all, the incorporation of nine dials in the treatment circuit of the instrument brought a very significant improvement in the effectiveness of the personal treatment rates, since they could now be tuned to much greater precision.

At one time, 13-dial tuning rows were tried, but this was abandoned as it was seldom that more than nine dials were needed for any diagnostic factor, and it was found that the use of more than nine dials in a treatment rate narrowed the frequency band of the delivered impulses to too great an extent. The greater number of tuning dials in the treatment row of controls, the more powerful becomes the therapeutic effect within the band delivered by the treatment circuit, and the narrower becomes the band. Up to a certain point, the increase in therapeutic power produces increasingly better results with the patient. Beyond that point the narrowing of the frequency band becomes too great, with the result that some of the band that needs treatment in the patient is missed.

It has been established that the optimum number of dials to use in a horizontal row for the treatment circuit lies between seven and nine. By using an instrument with nine dials per row, the optimum can be obtained for each patient, since if the use of seven dials is required for that purpose, two of the dials in the treatment row can be left at zero and will have no effect. The result
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be as if one had a seven-dial-per-row instrument; while with another patient for whom the use of nine dials is desirable in the treating circuit, all nine can be brought into use.

SAVING TIME

A feature added by the Art Tool & Die Co. was tuning rates which could be taken in or out of the circuitry by means of toggle switches. This added nothing to the effectiveness of the equipment, but was a great convenience to the busy practitioner as it saved time in checking the rates for which toggle switches were provided. It meant that instead of having to set several tuning dials in turn at specific settings in order to incorporate a particular tuning rate, all the operator had to do was to flip the toggle switch designated for that rate and it would be placed in the circuit. Flipping the toggle back to its "off" position removed the corresponding tuning rate from the circuit. There were two rows of these toggle switches, one row for visceral or organ tuning rates, the other row for condition rates. The addition of tuning rates that could be taken in or out of use by toggle switches considerably increased the complexity of the circuitry and therefore the cost of the equipment.

Besides the time saved by using tuning rates controlled by toggle switches, there was the additional advantage that more factors could be incorporated into the circuit at a time. For example, if a type of toxicity was found in the patient, such as staph or strep, the tuning rate for the toxic factor could be left in the circuit and then different organs could be checked to determine how many of them this toxic factor had invaded. Each of the tunings for organs having that factor would then be left in the circuit — perhaps five or six or even more. Then the personal treatment rate could be worked up, to treat the toxic factor out of all the organs that had been affected by it. This could not be done with one rate on instruments not having the toggle switches for tuning rates, as the control panel would not incorporate the tunings for that many organs at one time.

As in so many fields, an advantage in one direction brings a disadvantage in another direction. Using the toggle switches was so much easier than setting individual rates on the tuning dials, that operators tended to restrict their analysis to the limited number of factors for which toggles had been provided. This sometimes resulted in failure to perform the amount of analytical checking required to uncover all the principal factors involved in a patient's illness.

Before leaving the Art Tool & Die Co., mention should be made of their automatic instrument, an ambitious project which came very close to providing an instrument that would register the readings automatically instead of requiring the operator to rub a plate. The instrument was termed the Electro-Metabograph; it was quite large and impressive, had many radio-type vacuum tubes, and fed its output into a cathode-ray tube for visual sighting of the radionic
of the radionic impulses. A few dozen of these instruments were made, sold and placed in operation. They seemed to work satisfactorily for a while, but the circuitry was unstable and difficult to keep balanced. When un-balanced the instruments became inaccurate in diagnosis and ineffective for treatment. The company had just one man who was able to keep the instruments balanced, or to re-balance them when they went out of order. When this particular man retired, no one else could be found who could perform the necessary adjustments. Therefore the owners either discontinued the Electro-Metabographs or had a rubbing plate installed for hand operation.

TESTING COMBINATIONS OF REMEDIES

Kenneth Hunter had worked for Art Tool & Die Co. prior to World War II. At the conclusion of the war, Mr. Hunter started producing instruments using essentially the same circuitry but with different exterior design features. The specimen well was made considerably larger, so that combinations of vitamins, minerals or food supplements could be checked for the patient. Rates controlled by toggle switches were incorporated, as with the later models of the Art Tool & Die Co. The Hunter instruments were installed in beautiful cabinets. Several hundred of his instruments were sold, mainly in California, but a few of them were used in the Pacific Northwest and in states farther East.

Mark L. Gallert, N.D., followed the general line of development from the Calbro-Magnowave, Art Tool & Die, and Hunter instruments, but added a number of fundamental improvements, to make the equipment more sensitive, and easier to operate. Three tuning controls were introduced in the circuit to the metallic element under the rubbing plate, one for the purpose of tuning the detector plate to the characteristics of the operator, and two for tuning the instrument to the radiational characteristics of the environment in which it is used.

Instead of one metallic element under the detector or rubbing plate, two were used, of different metals and of different sizes and shapes. The detector assembly in the Gallert equipment was composed of seven layers, all of different materials, and each with a characteristic pattern different from that of the pattern of any of the other layers. The shapes were purposely non-symmetrical. The combined result of these and other improvements was that the period of time required for a new operator to learn how to operate the equipment is greatly reduced, and it can be operated easier and with less energy expended.

Other improvements involved variable coupling between patient input, the tuner, and the treatment output. This enabled each instrument to be tuned to peak efficiency. The specimen well had a separate section assigned to it, with the factor of directional light separated from the factor of color ray, as Gallert found there had been confusion between the effects of the two factors in previous equipment. Also the method of inter-connecting the five rows
The next instalment in this series will consider the radionic equipment produced in England.

* * *

AIR FORCE INVESTIGATION OF FLYING SAUCERS ENDS

Washington, D.C. (UPI) - "The Air Force Wednesday (Dec. 17, 1969) abandoned its 21-year-old investigation of reports of unidentified flying objects because it 'no longer can be justified either on the ground of national security or in the interest of science'. In a memorandum to the Air Force Command, Air Force Secretary Robert C. Seamans Jr. said none of the 12,618 reports of sightings of flying saucers investigated had ever indicated a threat to national security. Furthermore, he said, there has been no evidence that any of the 701 UFO sightings classified as 'unidentified' represented advanced technology or might be vehicles from another world.

"The Air Force Project Blue Book headquarters at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, which employs three persons, will be closed. Seaman's decision was recommended by the University of Colorado, which made a two-year, $540,000 study of Project Blue Book at the request of the Air Force. . . . The independent university study, headed by physicist Edward U. Condon, reported last January that little if anything of scientific value had come from the Air Force UFO investigations. . . ."

Elsewhere, Dr. Condon was even more candid about the study. He said it "was a bunch of damned nonsense". His view is understandable because he wasn't given the solid reports of real UFOs. Air Force Regulation 200-2 states that Project Blue Book will evaluate and analyze "all information and evidence received within the United States after the Air Defense Command has exhausted all efforts to identify the UFO." Obviously, a real Flying Saucer from another planet cannot be identified -- that is, explained away -- under the meaning of this regulation; so the solid sightings are still sitting in Air Defense Command files, unreleased to Project Blue Book! There is no mention of the 4602d Air Service Squadron in Secretary Seamans' press release -- this outfit investigates UFO sightings -- nor of the Flying Saucer Board in Washington, which evaluates the 4602d AISS UFO reports; so we have every right to assume that these organizations are still functioning, regardless of the closing down of Project Blue Book.
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In view of the Air Force's public closing down of Flying Saucer research, your editor believes Associates will find the following of especial interest, this news clip from the Houston, Texas "Chronicle" for Dec. 9, 1969:

"Manned Spacecraft Center officials have confirmed there is a tighter news lid on the quarantined Apollo 12 astronauts than on the Apollo 11 spacemen four months ago. Douglas Ward, the public affairs officer isolated with the astronauts, Charles Conrad, Richard Gordon and Allen Bean, says he has been barred from their de-briefing sessions since Dec. 2. John McLeaish, chief of MSC's public information office, says he had no such restrictions while isolated with the Apollo 11 crew.

"Newsmen, baffled over the short flow of news and comments about the Apollo 12 crew, pried the acknowledgment from Ward and McLeaish in a news briefing at MSC Monday night. Both said they knew no reason for the policy change. The Apollo 12 astronauts, one of the most talkative of the space crews during their lunar mission, have been quoted little by Ward since quarantine Nov. 29."

And this Apollo 12 news summary by Michel M. Jaffe in his "Data Net" journal for December 1969; pointing up the "oddities":

"11-14-69. Lightning, or static electricity, knocked out the Apollo 12 spacecraft's electrical systems for 12 seconds shortly after blast-off. Even though there was a heavy cloud cover, a weather reconnaissance plane reported no signs of electrical storms prior to blast-off, therefore the launching proceeded on schedule. Lightning, or static electricity had never been encountered in connection with any previous launching. 12 seconds after lift-off Conrad reported that he saw a bright flash outside the window. Ground controllers ruled out the lightning theory, saying that Conrad did not see a natural lightning streak, but more likely static electricity on the outside of the rocket, discharged to the ground."

Electrical and electronic phenomena are so common in connection with the presence of UFOs that an informed researcher would not rule them out as a possible cause of the static discharge on Apollo 12. This could very well have been an unsuccessful effort by the Aliens to abort the mission before it left the earth.

"11-14-69. Apollo 12 reported their windows were iced up; a condition that had not been experienced on previous flights.
"11-15-69. Most of the ice had cleared from the windows. However, some sort of ash residue was stubbornly clinging in place.
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"11-15-69. I... that's the reflection of a fluorescent light in the window. I couldn't figure it out for a minute. For a minute I thought we had one of our 'friends' flying along with us,' one of the astronauts stated as he held the TV camera to a window of the Apollo 12 spacecraft.

"11-15-69. Telescopic camera movie film was shown on Channel 4 (KRON-TV) during the 11:00 p.m. news program. The film showed Apollo 12 accompanied by two or three star-like objects. In contrast to the steady glow of the stars, these objects were pulsating or blinking regularly. No one could offer any explanation as to what they were.

"11-15-1969. KDON radio station, broadcasting from Salinas, Calif., reported on a 11:45 p.m. spot newscast, 'an unidentified object has been trailing Apollo 12'. The DJ commented, 'Isn't that cool!?!'

"11-19-69. Alan Bean (apparently) pointed the color television camera at the sun by mistake, damaging the image tube. Space agency officials and engineers with Westinghouse said the light-sensitive target in the image tube appeared to have been burned by a high intensity light source -- probably the sun."

Here in our UFO files at ESRA we have many reports of UFOs releasing light so intense as to temporarily blind the human observer on the ground, not to mention burning his skin and hair and even blistering paint on automobiles. We cannot rule out the possibility that the "high intensity light source" which made the Apollo 12 TV camera inoperable was a moon-based UFO AND this fact may be known to the astronauts!

"11-23-69. The moon rock samples include some the astronauts gathered from mysterious cones they found near their landing site. Bean described one as 'like a small volcano', four feet tall, five feet across the top and 15-to-20 feet wide at the base. It had no crater. The crash landing of Intrepid on the moon set off vibrations that reverberated for more than 40 minutes."

"DETECTORS RECORD SEVEN OBJECTS HITTING MOON"

In that same Dec. 9th Houston "Chronicle" is this item: "Since the Apollo 12 astronauts sent their lunar module ascent stage (Intrepid) crashing back into the moon on Nov. 20, seven other objects have apparently hit within 60 miles of the landing site. This has been inferred from data radioed to earth by the package of seismometers left there. In all seven cases the resulting tremors resembled those produced by the LM impact, rather than those to be expected from activity within the moon itself. This was reported Monday by Dr. Cary Latham of Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Laboratory, which is responsible for the Moonquake detectors. He also said that in all cases there was a prolonged series of tremors, like the rumble of thunder echoing between clouds." (From the New York "Times" News Service.)

We know whose Flying Saucer it was that created that Nov. 20th crash on the moon. Whose Flying Saucers created the seven crashes recorded since then?????????
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A REASONABLE SPACE CONTACT

By Ellen Zigler

We have been asked to write a short synopsis of our experiences with what most folks refer to as UFOs. In 1965 my husband became involved in a series of events which led eventually to contact with flesh and blood personages from another Solar System. Ours has been a continuing and very revealing friendship with these people whose home planet is more than four light years distant. Their world has a written history of more than 50,000 years, compared to our 5,000. Even so, they long since have been required to live more simple lives because all, or almost all, of their minerals, oils, coal, etc. have been used up. They are plagued by over-population and must utilize all of their land resources in order to provide for their people.

From the beginning these folk have impressed on us the fact that the laws of physics are constant throughout the universe, and that if something does not meet all requirements of the laws of physics it is impossible. They also point out that each planet was made of the same materials and in the same manner. There are no mystery minerals or materials on some other planet. Space is orderly, they say; and when one has learned this secret, space travel is safe. Our space effort is, as was theirs in the beginning, far too complex. When we have learned to simplify we will enjoy much more success in our space travels.

These people are very much like us in appearance, with subtle differences not easily recognized; but they cannot mix their races with those of this world. It is genetically not possible.

Their first landfall on our world was about 1745. Our world was of little interest to them because it was peopled by crude and cruel people. Samples of ore, water, soil, etc. were taken for study. They next came here about 1870 when more samples were taken. In the mid-twenties another ship arrived, as forerunner of one which came about five years later equipped to take certain minerals from our seas. They arrived with a force of men and women numbering less than 500 and do not exceed that number today. They brought with them a number of small craft resembling a straw hat. These are but another type of helicopter and are not capable of high or fast travel.

We have been assured, and it well has been proven to us, that certain men high in our government circles are well aware of their presence here and of their nature and purpose.

As a matter of courtesy, and they are a most courteous people, they refuse to take part in our religious, political or social life in such a manner as to bring about change. If change is to be made it must be our acts which bring it about, independent of theirs.
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They refuse to use their craft either to entertain us or to educate us. Their craft are used for their own purposes and needs. At the present time not one of their craft has been within the boundaries of the United States since late 1968.

Our one friend says this: "We are not angels. We are not devils. We are men, nothing more nor less. We are not something to fear; and if we were, it is now many, many years too late. We are required to live in accordance with our own laws; and when we have done this, we certainly have broken none of yours. Besides, it would be most discourteous of us to transgress your law in such manner to wreak havoc or terror upon your people. It is not our nature."

There are some questions we cannot answer because we do not know the answers. There are some we do not wish to answer because we feel it might endanger our friends. (From the August 1969 Bulletin of the Portland Flying Saucers Club.)

* * *

Your editor felt that Mrs. Zigler's summary of contact was worthy of inclusion in the Journal because it illustrates so well information given to us in 1952 through Ralph (Rolf Telano) Holland, about the guardian Venusian Vknors who patrol space around this planet. Telano's communications are included in Meade Layne's "Coming Of The Guardians", 90-page mimeo book, BSRA No. 3, $3.00.

At the bottom of page 41 we read: "... Visitors from other solar systems occasionally come to this one for various purposes. If their purpose is not malicious, they are permitted to proceed. Otherwise they are usually intercepted and turned back in the outer limits of this solar system. ..."

We have more comment on Astronaut Censorship from Dr. Garry C. Henderson, space research scientist for General Dynamics, Ft. Worth, Texas. Gene Duplantier's "Saucers, Space & Science" #56, 1969, reviews Dr. Henderson's talk at the Calgary, Canada Planetarium in April 1969: "American astronauts flying in space have not only sighted UFOs but have taken photographs. Dr. Henderson said that astronauts have been instructed to say nothing about seeing UFOs and that their pictures have been locked up. Henderson said he had spoken to one astronaut who told him he was instructed along with other astronauts by NASA officials 'not to mention any UFO sightings made'. He attributed the shroud of secrecy to NASA fears of ridicule. The U.S. Congress, he claimed, could become wary of the space program and eventually cut down on financial appropriations. He also criticized the Condon report for prematurely dispelling thoughts about possible existence of UFOs. It will now be harder to get any government support for a continued investigation into the possibility of UFOs. He predicted that UFO probes would virtually end unless governments in the more advanced nations took an active stand soon to mount more positive and improved UFO investigations. He urged university students to conduct their own investigations. ..."
TO CITIZENS INTERESTED IN RETURNING
OUR MONETARY SYSTEM TO THE PEOPLE

From Wright Patman, Member of Congress, 2328 House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

On a record vote, Dec. 17, 1969, 170 members of the House of Representatives demanded that the Federal Reserve support the housing market by buying $6 billion worth of housing mortgages at no more than six percent interest. This was a clear vote to support lower interest rates and more housing. Despite the efforts of the 170 members, the effort failed when 233 Congressmen sided with the Federal Reserve and against providing the new money for housing.

But the vote is significant. This is the biggest vote ever in favor of requiring the Federal Reserve to use its great power in the public interest -- to allocate some of the nation's credit (your credit) to a needed purpose such as housing America's 55 million families. Despite the loss of this provision, I am greatly encouraged by the fact that 170 members of the House were willing to ignore the outlandish propaganda of the Federal Reserve and vote to do something for the people. This means that a substantial number of the Members of the House no longer accepts the Federal Reserve as a hollowed ground independent of the government.

Actually, there were two key votes concerning the Federal Reserve. The first vote was on a section of the bill which would have made clear the intent of Congress to have the Federal Reserve support the housing goals of the nation. This section was defeated 231 to 171, and the vote appears on Page H 1626 of the Congressional Record of Wednesday, Dec. 17. Under the parliamentary situation existing at this time, a "yea" vote was against more housing and in favor of the Federal Reserve's present policies; a "nay" vote was a vote for more housing and for a change in Federal Reserve policy.

The second vote also would have spelled out Congressional intent and specified that the Federal Reserve was to provide $6 billion worth of credit for housing. This was defeated 233-170. Again, under parliamentary procedure a "yea" vote was against providing $6 billion for housing; a "nay" vote was for housing and to require the Federal Reserve to perform in the public interest. If you are interested in how an individual Congressman voted on these issues, you may obtain a copy of the record votes by writing your U.S. Congressman House Office Bldg., Washington, D.C.

At the earliest possible time I plan to give the House another chance to vote to have the Federal Reserve allocate some of the nation's credit for housing. The Fed should allocate credit for housing rather than for stock market speculation, gambling operations, corporate takeovers and other unnecessary purposes.
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MAKE THE FEDERAL RESERVE A GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Early in the Second Session of the 91st Congress which convenes in January 1970, I plan to call up H.R. 11 for full-scale hearings. This bill, as you remember, would assure that the Federal Reserve coordinate its policies with those of the Congress and the Executive Branch. It would assure that the Federal Reserve would be responsive to the wishes of the people and operate in the same manner and under the same rules as other Government agencies...

The major provisions of H.R. 11 are designed:

1. To Coordinate our Economic Policy -- This would require that the Federal Reserve Board consult and work with other agencies of the Government as provided in the Full Employment Act of 1946. In other words, the Federal Reserve would no longer be allowed to ride off in one direction while the rest of the country was moving in the opposite direction.

2. To shorten the Terms of the Members of the Federal Reserve Board from Fourteen to Five Years -- This would enable the President to appoint a majority during his first term of office and would thereby make the Board more responsive to the will of the people. At the present time, the fourteen-year terms are staggered in such a manner as to prevent the President from appointing a majority until his very last year in office!

3. To Enable the President to Appoint a Chairman of His Own Choosing. -- H.R. 11 would provide that the term of the Chairman be co-terminous with that of the President of the United States. It would also allow the President to appoint any qualified person as Chairman.

At present, the President is required to pick the Chairman from among the existing members of the Federal Reserve Board, thus narrowing his choice drastically. (In other words, the bankers have the Board stacked so the President has to choose a banker, an insider, who will see to it that this privately owned bank is run for the benefit of the insiders! A couple of generations ago the railroad managers tried to stack their governing board the same way but President Wilson wisely insisted that the railroad board be made up of a broad spectrum of commerce, industry and other leaders who would see to it that railroad policy represented more closely the needs of the people, rather than the money-making "needs" of the managers. Should any intelligent person object to this same standard being applied to the make-up of the Federal Reserve Board, which controls the supply of credit -- the price of money -- in this country? RHC.)

4. To Require that the Federal Reserve Seek Appropriations from Congress -- At the present time, the Federal Reserve does not come to Congress for appropriations. This prevents the Congress from exercising any kind of meaningful annual review of the activities of the Federal Reserve, or from checking any of its expenditures. The appropriations processes are essential to our democratic system and, in the past, have prevented bureaucrats and Federal agencies
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from ignoring the public interest.

5. To require the Federal Reserve to Submit to Independent Audits -- The Federal Reserves are not audited. The General Accounting Office, which inspects the records of other government agencies, is not allowed to look at any of the Federal Reserves activities. (And with good reason! The GAO would uncover billions of dollars in interest profits, made by loaning our money back to us, at usurious interest rates! HMC.)

6. To Abolish the Federal Open Market Committee and to Lodge Its Powers and Authority Directly with the Federal Reserve Board -- Thus the twelve Federal Reserve bank presidents, who are named by the commercial banking industry, would cease to sit in on Open Market Committee operations where interest rates and the money supply are set.

* * *

The last big operation engineered by the Fed's Open Market Committee was the market crash of 1963, when the bankers neatly lifted $6 billion out of gamblers' pockets in three days. No doubt another crash is planned now because there is too much loose, easy money floating around as a result of the war in Vietnam. People lend it among themselves, thus avoiding the banks' high rates. All the Fed's Open Market Committee is waiting for now is word from Rome.

You may wonder how 270 Congressmen could be so heartless as to vote against easy mortgage money for housing for their own people? The easiest explanation is that their finer, higher emotions have been dulled with popular drugs such as alcohol, nicotine, pep pills, speed pills, sleep pills. This is true of the majority of the people who live around us here in Southern California. It must be true of the majority of the members of Congress. Then there are the poisoned, processed foods, the polluted air and water. The water of Washington D.C. has been fluoridated for several years now. All these subtle poisons, administered in finely measured dosages over a period of years, make an excellent hypnotic subject out of most people, easily brainwashed with the vicious propaganda of the Masters of Deceit who run the country at a profit. In fact, the drugged public await the orders of these leaders with eager expectation and carry them out with enthusiasm typical of a hypnotized subject.

When one considers how widely this kind of drug addiction is practiced among the majority of the population of this country, especially the older generation who are running things, and the extent to which their minds are brainwashed by press, radio and TV, it's enough to cause one to despair of ever accomplishing any meaningful reforms of any of the problems which beset us. We admire Wright Patman for laying his life on the line in the battle for reform of our banking system, but can he arouse enough people out of their drug-induced, hypnotic stupor, long enough to make them care? Frankly, your editor doubts it. But we'll keep on trying to help.
THE WHITE LIGHT TECHNIQUE FOR YOUTH

"I am alone, in a large house, doing all my chores, making medicines, building equipments, attending to patients and visiting my relatives in Hamilton once a week.

"In furtherance of the rejuvenation equipment which I wrote you about, I am enclosing a rough sketch of it with the following details. It is composed primarily of two vinyl-plastic tubes totalling seven feet in length and 27 inches in diameter. A coil of wire runs the whole length of the tube (solenoid). Connected to two large alnico magnets, one on each end and connected with each other by wire. Besides, I have affixed three solenoid belt magnets around the tube, connected to house current (115 VAC). There are three, 6-foot long, cool, white fluorescent lamps inside the tube and the object of it all is to drive the light into the body cells with the electro-magnetic current.

"The tube is connected (pivotally) to a couch-platform and cushioned conveyor belt, to carry people in and out of the tube. Now a second rejuvenator is built and working satisfactorily.

"This is indeed what the Radionic people call 'White Light Technique' which practically helps all ailments, especially old age decline. Even though it is too early to pass on definite judgment on its far reaching effects, but I feel that we have discovered, eventually, the old 'philosopher's stone or Elixir of life'. Perhaps, after all, man need not go through old-age-death any longer and I hope that I am not exaggerating the beneficial effects of my discovery; that is what is showing thus far. As for the failure of two cases; we can safely say that there is nothing that we know which produces 100% results. If you know people who would like to undertake its manufacture and sale, I will be glad to assist in every way I can afford to. I am not in the habit of exaggerating, I assure you'.

Alexander B. Davies, Drugless Therapist
Hagersville, Ontario, Canada
Dr. Davies' 7 ft. plastic tube is cradled in wooden supports. The 80 lb. pull Alnico magnets are mounted on hinged doors at each end of the tube. BSRAssociates are familiar with this principle in the Vicit device. Here the magnetic vortex is extremely elongated to a length of seven feet; so the whole body is included in it rather than just one hand. Then at right-angles to this stretched out field he has the three evenly spaced coils, powered with house current. These three fields are pulsing, positive-negative, at 60 cycles per second. Also the interior of the tube is flooded with white light from the fluorescent tubes. You can argue whether or not this white light is conducted inside the body on the magnetic currents; but the white light certainly affects the aura outside the body; this we know from our own researches with colored light.

In any event let us judge the correctness of Dr. Davies' theory by results, the pragmatic test. Dr. Davies claims to have knocked 15 to 20 years off of his present age, appearance and general health, and the same for 20 subjects willing to experiment with him. The treatment or exposure schedule he has worked out is 15 or 20 minutes in the tube, every other day. We have no more details from him than are in the letter on the preceding page; nor have we had time to get materials together to build an experimental rejuvenator ourselves.

It occurs to your editor that Dr. Davies' borderland gadget may be dramatic proof of the 4-D theorem given to W.B. Smith by his Flying Saucer contacts years ago, and on which George Van Tassel is basing the development of his Integratron at Giant Rock. We'll put it crudely like this: Electrocitly flowing along a wire is one dimension. It creates a magnetic field around the wire, two dimensions. The magnetic field creates an electro-static field, three dimensions. Finally, the electro-static field creates a tempic field (time) and this is the fourth dimension.

MOSES HAD ONE!

In an article on Nikola Tesla in the December 1969 "Proceedings" from Giant Rock, California, George Van Tassel quotes Tesla as writing in 1891: "The superstitious belief of the ancients, if it existed at all, cannot be taken as a reliable proof of their ignorance, but just how much they knew about electricity can only be conjectured. A curious fact is that the ray or torpedo fish was used by them in electrotherapy. The records, though scanty, are of a nature to fill us with conviction that a few initiated, at least, had a deeper knowledge of amber phenomena. To mention one, Moses undoubtedly was a practical and skillful electrician far in advance of his time. The Bible describes precisely and minutely arrangements constituting a machine in which electricity was generated by friction of air against silk curtains and stored in a box-like condenser. It is very plausible to assume that the sons of Aaron were killed by a high tension discharge, and that the vestal fires of the Romans were electrical."

Van Tassel continues his article with this comment: "Tesla's reference to Moses' tabernacle as an 'electro-static generator', is
describing our 'Integratron' closely as to principle of operation. It regenerated the body also, as Moses died at 120 years of age and, as it says in Deuteronomy 34:7, 'his eye was not dim, nor his natural force abated'."

If you want to keep up with New Age developments at Giant Rock send a donation to the "Proceedings" of the College of Universal Wisdom, P0 Box 458, Yucca Valley, California 92284.

ASTRONAUTS AND THE FOURTH DIMENSION

"Question: It seems to us that Astronauts are a new breed of men. Will there be any noticeable change in the men who fly out into space?

"Answer: Unseen rays and energies are of immense importance to physicists who work with the nebulous and try to equate, step by step, that which is thought to be truth; but must be brought into focus in order that it may be presented as factual -- as their task demands. Space probes will bring forth much that is curious in relation to Light and its peculiar effect upon certain metals, materials and forms, including the human form.

"No man who flies out from earth remains as he was before the journey. Inevitably he has been touched by other cosmic rays as yet unequated by earth physicists, and presently it will be evident that if the participants are not of the highest calibre certain baffling changes may take place. To benefit fully from this new venture an astronaut must have 'touched his Soul' in the current lifetime so that he is completely orientated physically, technically and spiritually.

"If he has not 'touched his Soul' the speeding up of the etheric vehicle is likely to bring, in time, damaging effect upon the physical; but if he is orientated there will be a noticeable speeding up of memory and intelligence in a manner not wholly understood at the present time. In short, faculties will react according to the soul quality of the astronaut."

Whitebrothers
Verity

Quoted from "Heralds of the New Age", Apt. 7, 119 St. Stephen's Ave., Parnell, Auckland 1, New Zealand; August 1969 issue.

AH, THOSE 4-D FLYING SAUCER SIGHTINGS

"A great number of UFO sightings are entirely subjective. That is, the objects are seen only by specific individuals under very specific conditions while non-specific persons in the same areas see nothing," writes editor John Keel in the Dec. 1969 issue of his publication, "Anomaly".

We might suggest that the sighting of UFOs and installations on the Moon, July 20th, 1969, by Armstrong and Aldrin, would be a
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good example of "specific individuals" under "specific conditions".

"RAF Air Marshall Sir Victor Goddard has suggested that such sightings are made by persons with active or latent psychic abilities, but that when non-psychics stand within the aura of the psychic percipients they are also able to see objects which would normally be invisible to them. Our own field experiments indicate that this incredible hypothesis might actually be valid."

Speak for yourself, John! What appears to be an "incredible hypothesis" to you and other academic flatheads is a daily fact of life to thousands of students of the occult who deliberately place themselves in the physical presence of an adept or initiate teacher. In this way the neophyte, using the electronic principle of resonance, tunes up his own aura to something near the higher frequencies of his master. The best known public example of this is the disciples who studied and practised under Jesus or Jehoshua at the Kirbet Qumran monastery near the Dead Sea.

"When a specific individual with the proper qualifications is located in a specific 'window' area at a time when specific electromagnetic conditions exist (a UFO 'flap' period), then that individual is able to perceive beyond the visible spectrum or, possibly, intercept a 'signal' which plants an image in his or her mind. While the image may be very vivid and detailed it is actually non-real, subjective and 'hallucinatory'."

John, as long as you continue to use the word hallucination in describing real experiences by real people in a real Fourth Dimensional Continuum you will blind yourself to the truth you seek.

"The big problem with this type of sighting is that it takes a highly trained investigator to determine whether or not the reported observation was real or subjective. None of the published UFO cases contain the information necessary to make a definite determination. However, in those cases in which the witness reported an unusually intense emotional reaction it is probable that a subjective event occurred.

"We term these cases 'non-events'. They are quite real to the percipient and can rarely be distinguished from objective sighting reports of possibly physical solid objects except by a very thorough in-depth investigation using objective professional methods. Many close (nearby low-level) LITS (lights-in-the-sky) sightings have proven to be subjective rather than real."

If you wish to receive John A. Keel's "Anomaly", send a stamped (12¢) 9x12 manila envelope to Specialized Research, P.O. Box 351, Murray Hill Station, New York, NY 10016.

The current issue, "Anomaly" No. 3, contains an excellent article by Keel, refused by TRUE, ARGOSY, and SAGA, on the blatant inaccuracies of the Flying Saucer reports issued over the years by the now defunct Project Blue Book at USAF Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio
He finally did get it published in "Flying Saucers" for June 1969. Here are a couple of sample paragraphs.

"For years Project Blue Book told us that a mere 79 UFO reports had been received by the Air Force in 1947. Actually, over 500 sightings had been published in newspapers from coast-to-coast during the single two week period of late June and early July 1947. Mr. Ted Bloecher compiled and published 200 of these reports last year.

"In Blue Book's 1966 report the 1947 figure was suddenly changed from 79 to 122. Somehow, apparently, an additional 43 sightings from 1947 had turned up 19 years later. In their 1966 listings they unaccountably increased the number of sightings for each year except 1949, 1952 and 1954."

THE AIR FORCE CACKLEITIS CONTINUES

Another example of blatant falsification of information from Washington was revealed by "Newsweek" in its January 5, 1970 issue: "The Pentagon admits it goofed in its interpretation of its widely reprinted aerial photograph showing the Nov. 15 peace march on the Washington Monument. At the time of the march, District of Columbia police chief Jerry Wilson estimated the crowd at 250,000 or more. But Defense Department analysts, on the strength of their photo, put the crowd at only 119,000 at 2:30 p.m. when the rally was at its height. Now, however, the Pentagon says that the Air Force RF-101 photo plane that took the picture did not leave the ground until 2:30 p.m. and that the photo itself was not taken until the crowd was already dispersing -- possibly as late as 4 p.m."

WHEN THE SENATE MADE A LIAR OUT OF THE PRESIDENT

Armageddon is on and in the war for the control of the hearts and minds of the people the forces of evil lost a skirmish in late December. Many Senators are still disgusted with themselves for letting the last President, Johnson, sweet talk them out of a blank check to cover our disastrous holy war against Buddhism and Communism in Vietnam. That blank check was the Tonkin Gulf Resolution of 1964. A majority of the senators are determined not to let this President, Nixon, confound our folly by expanding the land war into neighboring Laos and Thailand.

In his press conference of Dec. 8th reporters questioned the President about our commitments and intentions beyond Vietnam, to which he assured us that we are "entitled to know everything that they possibly can with regard to any involvement of the United States abroad." But a few moments later he indicated that that "everything" was really nothing with this statement, "I don't think public interest would be served by any further discussion."

Previously, in October, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee had heard extensive reports on the expansion of our invasion of Laos, both on the ground and in the air. This report is so sensitive, so
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loaded with political dynamite, that it could not be released to the public, without revealing the plans of the military-industrial-religious complex to continue the land war in Asia.

The chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator Fulbright, and his colleagues knew this; and if they doubted the word of the Pentagon and the State Department about what was really going on in Laos, they had letters from GIs involved in the fighting in Laos, telling it like it is.

Four days after the news conference in which the President assured us "there are no combat troops in Laos", Fulbright stood on the floor of the Senate and contradicted him saying, among other things, "The American people are being asked to support a policy in Laos which involves the overriding issues of war and peace and they have not been given the details -- the truth -- about that policy."

He and his colleagues could do nothing to change that policy, decided elsewhere in the Nixon administration; but they could use the power wisely delegated to Congress by our Founding Fathers, control of the purse strings. The Senate was to vote on a $69.3 war appropriation bill the following week. Fulbright offered an amendment to the bill, barring the use of any of its funds to conduct an American invasion of Laos. When his amendment came up for a vote it was approved by a comfortable majority of the Senators!

BUZZ ALDRIN MAKES A LIAR OUT OF SAM PEPPER

"The AAAS (or American Association for the Advancement of Science) met Dec. 27th in Boston, and among its distinguished guest-speakers was our Astronaut, Buzz Aldrin. A friend of mine had the opportunity of spending a half hour alone with him; and he took this occasion to question Mr. Aldrin on the censored transmission from Apollo 11 Command Service Module 'Columbia', as quoted in the last BSRA Journal (Nov-Dec 1969).

"Mr. Aldrin read the whole account as printed and then denied that any such conversation ever took place. He also pointed out certain discrepancies of 'space talk' quoted -- saying that such words were never used in their transmissions.

"The question arises on how Sam Pepper received his information. Of course we are not at all surprised that an Astronaut would deny any UFO experience because of government policy."

A.D., Westford, Massachusetts

For those of us who believe the universe is inhabited by intelligent beings, some of whom long ago mastered space travel, the Sam Pepper story was just too good to be true. We'll just have to continue our search for Truth. For those who believe the earth is the only inhabited planet in the universe, Aldrin's denial of the truth of the Pepper story will be a source of considerable satisfaction. There's nobody here but us chickens! But what does this
do to the character of Douglas Ward, the NASA Public Affairs officer quoted on page 15 of this issue, or to Dr. Garry Henderson, space scientist of General Dynamics quoted on page 18, are they liars too?

PEACH TO THE COSMIC MIND

"As I have a special interest in the study of the subject Sun Behind The Sun, or the double star Sirius, I'd appreciate it very much if you'd be so kind as to indicate which books, magazines or other publications I can find more information about this subject. I already have "Superphysical Science" by A.3. Sinnett, "My Contact With Flying Saucers", by Dino Kraspedon, and both your articles in the Journal, Vol. XXIII, nos. 6 and 7, 1966. Do you have any more references? The booklet "Letters From Christopher", from which you extracted his journey to Sirius, still hasn't been found."

W.H.G.W., Arnhem, Netherlands

Even if we had more information on Sirius, Dutch, to whom would it make sense? The Sun behind our Sun keeps cropping up in Alice Bailey's "Treatise On Cosmic Fire". Her teacher, D.K., says that the radiant energy from Sirius has much to do with developing our minds -- something that is very much needed on this planet because the majority of the souls using it for a school room tend toward devotional mysticism. For them the Path to God is through the heart. Even though Adeptship or Mastery of Life can be obtained this way, further mental development is needed for balance.

D.K. says that after the Fifth Initiation has been taken, dramatized in the New Testament by the Ascension of Jesus, seven Cosmic Paths for Service open out before the glorified human being. The first Cosmic Path, for instance, is the Path of Earth Service. But on page 1243 of the "Treatise", D.K. makes this interesting reference to Sirius:

"This leaves Path IV to be accounted for. Upon this Path pass all those who, through devotion and activity combined, achieve the goal but who lack as yet the full development of the manasic (mental) principle. This being the solar system of love-wisdom, or of astral buddhic development, the fourth Path includes the larger number of the sons of men. In the hierarchy of our planet the 'Lords of Compassion' are numerically greater than the 'Masters of Wisdom'. The former must therefore all pass to the sun Sirius there to undergo a tremendous manasic stimulation; for Sirius is the emanating source of manas (mind). There the mystic must go and become what is called 'a spark of Mahatic electricity'."

Apparently, as in the case of young Christopher, one can earn the right to a trip to Sirius through dedicated service -- and the need for mental stimulation -- long before the fifth initiation! The description of the trip is included in our Flying Saucer talk, "Spacecraft From Beyond the Sun", 48 pages illustrated, $1.50. The talk also contains prophetic material about this critical planetary crisis, from 1966 to the year 2000.
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EARTHQUAKE WATCHERS, ALERT!

"Time really rolls along if one watches the seasons. Of course you people in sunny California don't have winter; so how do you know a year has gone by? Where can one buy the Dion Fortune books? You refer to them quite often in your Journal. How do you and Edgar Cayce agree on the earth changes he is quoted on? Does it seem to you that the ones who are quoted on the predictions are just telling part of their information? Same as on Flying Saucers? Which seem to be ignored by many. Why? Meade Layne called them 'emergents'. What say you?"

R.D., Clarence, Iowa

There is one sure way of knowing the end of one year here and the beginning of the next and that is the arrival of the Federal and State personal and corporate tax reports! Dion Fortune's books can be bought direct from Thorson's, Ltd., 37/38 Margaret St., Cavendish Square, London W1, England. 'Psychic Self-Defense' is listed at 30 shillings in their latest. I believe a shilling is worth about 12 cents. When writing ask for their Supplementary List of Aquarian Press books.

I believe the Cayce predictions are about as detailed and accurate as we are going to get from "those who know". Who wants their thinking and living haunted by specific dates and hours when catastrophes might occur? I don't. Another reason for no specific dates is the unknown and unmeasurable variable of human will -- not to mention the millions of prayers which are arising hourly from human hearts all over the planet -- as they never have before in the history of the earth.

However, the periodic shifting of land masses is a necessary part of the life of the earth and the Cayce prophecies pinpointed the years we are in now, 1958 - 1998 as a time of catastrophic activity. His sources warned us to watch for simultaneous activity by two volcanoes, Mt. Pelee on the island of Martinique in the Caribbean and Mt. Vesuvius in Italy. When these two blow their tops at the same time it will be a warning of widespread catastrophic activity elsewhere in the world within about 90 days. The week before Christmas there was a big earthquake on the island of Guadalupe, 7.8 on the Richter scale, a hundred miles north of Pelee. This is certainly close enough to be interesting to earthquake watchers familiar with the Cayce prophecy but not really significant.

Yes, we long ago accepted Meade Layne's 4-D explanation of the origin of the Flying Saucers; they are "emergents" from other space-time continuums. This hypothesis was developed under the inspiration and guidance of the Inner Circle. The 4-D explanation has successfully withstood all challenges for 24 years now and the longer the academic flatheads flounder around with their unsuccessful, 3-D, material-minded approaches to the phenomenon, the more durable and acceptable is our metaphysical approach. You and I are emergents from the Fourth Dimension also. We too will return their when our mission in this 3-D realm is over.
For astrologers who might be interested, the Caribbean quake occurred late Christmas Day afternoon (1:42 PST) and a spokesman for the National Earthquake Center in Washington, D.C. said of it: "This appears to have been the largest quake to have occurred in the eastern Caribbean since the advent of instrumental seismology in the late 1890s."

Mt. Pelee erupted in 1792 and 1851 and on May 8, 1902 it literally blew its top, engulfing the town of St. Pierre and surrounding land in a layer of poisonous ash inimical to life. Over 40,000 lost their lives in that catastrophe.

THE COSMIC CEMENT CALLED LOVE

"I'm not being sceptical of the Peter Caddy place, Findhorn, which was briefly mentioned in Jan. 1969 'Beyond' you may have noticed; but just what is necessary to hold such places together for many years? Often, if memory serves me rightly, when the leader dies such seem to fall apart. That is one reason why Manly Hall, tho tempted or having it suggested for him to start such a philosophical colony, has sensibly refused. His answer in substance was that we should try to serve to the best of our ability right where God or Life puts us. He doubted that a philosophical group could succeed better than any other! I agree with him, dont you? Since most members would be strong-minded individuals."

A.F., Santa Cruz, California

Yup, your editor-director agrees with Manly Hall on this and over the years we have warned many a starry-eyed devotee, ready to follow some would-be messiah into the wilderness: be prepared for some painful revelations of human weaknesses and vices, which come quickly to the surface among a handful of people isolated in some desert community. Under the soft covering of phony humility the leader is a religious-philosophical dictator who expects unquestioned obedience to his or her commands "because they come straight from God". As far as Mrs. Crabb and I are concerned, we are not interested in taking on the thankless administrative load of a wilderness philosophical community. If anyone wants to be physically close to BSRA headquarters, they are welcome to make their own place in this fairly typical Southern California town of Vista, using their own resources, accepting the full responsibilities of citizens.

WHO WANTS TO BE A CHRONONAUT?

"My partner and I want to work hard and long on a special research project of creating and using a dimensional extremalator and/or time vehicle to go through the endless corridors of time. The ultimate goal would be to send a man (or woman) chrononaut through the time fields. My partner and I are nearing the stages where we can begin primitive experiments and tests. We still need much information on time and dimensional theory and we figured your organization would be of most help to us. Would you be able to supply any exclusive information this fantastical project for us? If not
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could you refer some other research team or persons to us. Just anything will be greatly appreciated. Do you know of dream recorders/projectors, and 'white sound' generators? Thank you for your time and help."

Harry Y. Meikljohn, Jr.
Acorn Lane, Northford, Conn. 06472

Well, Mike, I believe we have one form of time machine in this issue of the Journal, the article by Dr. Davies on his White Light Rejuvenator. Why don't you build one of those for a starter? You can add white sound by making a long recording of the continuous roar of the surf or of wind in the trees, to play while lying in the tube. Then to make sure you really will take off through the time fields, neutralize the sense of sight with moving, abstract patterns of color playing on the dome of the tube where you can see it while lying there.

If you have any skill in electronics you can build and experiment with the Project Hermes device. This is supposed to stimulate the ESP center in the brain with a weak, controllable, oscillating field -- much more desirable than pot or acid for that purpose because the ESP can be turned off with a switch, or by removing the device from the head! The schematic and instructions on PROJECT HERMES are contained in BSRA Brochure No. 12, "Two Inventors Return", illustrated, $1.25.

It may be that you and your partner are not technically inclined but would prefer to work entirely by mental means. In that case you should be interested in building a sound physical, emotional, mental and spiritual base for your time-travels, along the lines suggested in our series of occult studies, "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances", Parts I and II, two mimeo books, $2.50 for each book. In addition to the conditioning you'll need a road map of the time fields, so you and your partner can find your way out and back -- assuming that you want to come back to the earth! This heavenly map is the Tree of Life of the Western Mystery Tradition, developed by the Chrononauts who have preceded you in the quest. There is nothing particularly exclusive about our information, however; we try to share it equally with all those who support BSRA through their memberships and donations; and we've taken the liberty of printing your name and address here, to encourage pen pals with the same interest.

ANYONE CAN DO IT

"I sent to Penticton, B.C. for a Koch remedies shot and they saw me coming. They charged me $35 for a few cents worth of chemicals. Dr. Carroll, in Seattle, refused to inject it into me at such an exhorbitant price. He had some Koch Glyoxilide ingredients which he gave me, enough to make $200,000.00 worth at the going price of $35! I had to dehydrate it on an electric range to an anhydride condition. I inhaled enough of the gas to give me the equivalent of a shot. Then he gave me a 1 to a billion dose that fixed me up, another formula. (Sounds as though Dr. Carroll is a
Hahnemann graduate who prepares and administers homeopathic remedies. RHCo.

"Doctors of the British Air Force used the Koch remedies to dampen a man's handkerchief, through which he could breathe and cure a common cold. Koch shots will cure practically any disease. If you can get the basic ingredients you can make enough shots to cure all of the disease west of the Mississippi River, for $10.00, and anyone who can make a cup of coffee can do it. So I'll get all the Hippies started with a supply. In six months all the AMA will be on a bread line -- and when it gets nine miles long I hope they run out of bread!

"The glyoxylide anhydride when immersed in distilled water automatically goes into solution, one million to one, which is the Koch shot of acetate and acid of glyoxylide. When you stop to think how much the AMA would charge to treat all this disease and fill the cemeteries in the process you can see why the AMA hounded Koch out of the country.

"The ratty Food and Drug department claims the Koch remedy is only distilled water. So Koch cured 17,000 cancer cases with it. Any doctor will tell you that a hypodermic shot into your body will cause you to break out in abscesses as a result of the reaction of pure water with your dirty blood! Koch did not have this trouble with his shots. Using the glyoxylide gas in all our air conditioning plants would heal a lot of sickness. I wonder what Professor Luntz of the Inner Circle would think about all this?"

H.G.S., Cashmere, Washington

The effectiveness of the Koch remedies came up often in the early Mark Probert seances. Both Mark and Irene were helped in their illnesses by the injection of Glyoxylides. At one time, as I recall, Professor Luntz compared Koch's remedies to a machine gun, sparkling bursts of energy which zeroed in on accumulations of poisons in the blood, breaking them up so they could be easily eliminated through normal channels. We hope you will supply us, and the Associates, with more details of the remedies and how they are "cooked" on an electric burner.

From BSRA No. 9-B -- transcripts of the Probert Seances -- Professor Luntz had this to say: "... we can never say that what is good for one individual will be equally good for another. Strangely enough, many who appear to be in a terrible physical condition, upon being given certain treatment will recover in spite of the fact that the medical world says they cannot. Others who are in perfect condition, with the best examination showing no functional disorders, will turn up their toes and die. Some will be able to recover from an advanced state of cancer with certain treatment, while the death of others will be hastened because of it. I have seen some recover from terribly malignant growths with the Koch treatment, and others who seemed not at all affected by the treatment. ..."
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"Is there a science that gives any information as to how the patient's mind is going to respond?" asked Irene Probert.

"Oh, no," replied Luntz, "that is the great trouble."

Then at another seance, transcribed and printed in BSRA 10-P, Part II, Professor Luntz commented on the ultra-conservative, right-wing threat to any real progress here in America. "You have many fine, many honest officials in your country; but they are in great danger -- yes, of investigations, even of death. There are certain organizations in your country that are afraid of socialism; they do not want even socialized medicine; for that would destroy them -- so they think. What they really fear is that it would take money out of their pockets and put it in yours. 50% of the chemicals used in drugs are utterly useless, and many of them are extremely harmful. They are looking for cancer cures, do you think? But you know what a cancer cure would to X-rays, radium, medicines, etc. As a matter of fact, there is a cure for cancer -- one at least 80% successful -- yes, I mean the Koch treatment -- but it never has been accepted by medical men. . .

"Friends, you can protect yourself all this madness in the world by learning detachment, by withdrawing to the inner world, so that you will not be wrought up by what is happening. I could tell you who the ones are that are causing the world turmoil -- but I must consider (the safety of) this boy (Mark Probert) through whom we speak. I cannot endanger him by speaking out too freely."


These informative sessions with the Inner Circle were conducted between Feb. 15, 1951 and March, 1952. This 68-page brochure is indexed and contains portraits of four members of the Circle. $1.25 post and tax paid.
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"THE COSMIC HARP" THE ZODIAC

We have been favored with a review copy of this latest from the pen of Corinne Heline. This book of 100 pages, beautifully printed by Rowney Press, Santa Barbara, has 12 chapters. Each is devoted to a description of the place and function of the Angelic Hierarchy assigned to a particular Zodiacal constellation. She takes her inspiration from Max Heindel, quoted in the introduction as saying: "The whole solar system is one vast musical instrument," and herself writes of the Hierarchies as "these mighty Beings (who) guide the physical, mental and spiritual evolution of the human race." To which we might add, and of all evolving life on the planet!

Each chapter also contains a biographical sketch of a composer or two born under that particular Sign. Corinne's suggestion is that the use of this composer's music in one's meditations and studies would set the student's aura and consciousness to resonating more in harmony with the cosmic influences of the constellation. God knows, we need as much help as we can get!

We hear much of the incoming influence of Aquarius these days. Under this Sign Mrs. Heline lists Franz Schubert, Wolfgang Mozart and Felix Mendelssohn; though she notes that if there is to be an international hymn for the Aquarian Age it might well be Schiller's "Ode To Joy", which Beethoven set to music for the conclusion of his mighty Ninth Symphony.

We can be grateful to Mrs. Heline and her Teacher for making a significant contribution to that growing body of literature promoting the New Age phenomenon, the Brotherhood of Angels and of Men. "The Cosmic Harp" can be purchased direct from the New Age Press, P0 Box 372, Oceanside, Cal. 92054, for $3.85 plus tax.

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER OF UNDERSTANDING

Dan Fry reports a breakthrough in the growth of Understanding toward a truly international organization of world-wide contacts, exchange of people and ideas. One member has donated 7½ acres in Merlin, Oregon for the development a center. Plans are being made for a complex of buildings, library, radio station, print shop and other services. A meeting hall with a seating capacity of 200 persons was erected in a hurry last October. just in time to welcome Angela Kilsby's Understanding New Horizons tour of speakers. Formal dedication of the Center and meeting hall will take place during an Understanding Convention planned for June 19, 20 and 21, 1970. Your ESRA editor-director and Mrs. Crabb have been invited to attend. This gathering of the Flying Saucers faithful will probably attract as many thousands as do George Van Tassel's annual space conventions at Giant Rock, California in the fall. The durability and steady growth of some New Age centers in all countries indicate they are soundly based on spiritual principles and managed by people sincerely dedicated to the Christ Ideals of Brotherhood and Goodwill, a golden network to encircle the earth.
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"TEACHINGS OF THE TEMPLE"

"Could you help locate a copy of 'The Teachings Of The Temple' published by the Temple of the People at Halcyon, California? This was in 1925 and the series of lessons, over 600 pages, came from the Master Hilarion. The introduction was signed by Francina A. LaDue and William H. Dover. Could you tell me anything about the Society?"

Mrs. E. Sayers, NSW, Australia

The Society was formed back east, I believe, and moved to the area of Pismo Beach, California in the 1880s or 90s, where Halcyon was founded. Only private meetings were being held there when Mrs. Crabb and I stopped by in 1961 or 62. Perhaps some of our Associates know more about it and where a copy of the book may be found. Halcyon is probably a part of Arroyo Grande or Oceano now.

WHITE AND BLACK MAGICK IN HAWAII

We're making a switch in subject matter for our first talk before the San Francisco Interplanetary Club the last week in March. Instead of talking about Flying Saucers, the Moon and Space Travel, this time we'll talk about and illustrate the Spiritual and Elementary Forces which create and sustain all manifested life, including UFOs -- and how those Forces can be directed by mental means -- to the creation of a better world, we hope!

Probably the most dramatic and glamorous examples of the manipulation of Invisible Forces are in the magickal practices of the Hawaiian Kahunas; so we'll draw on our own years of experience in living and studying there. This includes hours of discussion of occult science with the late David "Daddy" Bray, the only Kahuna willing to teach his magick to Caucasians! One of his most apt pupils was Dr. Andrija Puharich, author of "The Sacred Mushroom" and "Beyond Telepathy". We'll describe Daddy's masterful demonstration of Pagan power over modern electronic equipment in Puharich's laboratory in Carmel Valley.

Hawaiians had their name for Flying Saucers, too, Auka-lele, Flying Gods. We'll draw on our own rich store of 35mm color slides of the Islands, and of Island music, and round out the talk with an ancient healing chant used by the priest at the dedication of a new temple or Luakini. The prayer is to Kane, the Benevolent, for cleansing and forgiveness.

For date and location of the talk, get in touch with Cynthia McKercher, San Francisco Interplanetary Club, PO Box 1228, San Francisco, California 94101. The phone is 415-826-9099.

BSRA No. 2 - L: PSYCHIC SURGERY IN THE PHILIPPINES AND PAGAN HEALING IN HAWAII and New Age Therapy In California. Dr. Decker's experiences in Manila, and Dr. Crabb's experiences in Honolulu and on the mainland. Illustrated, 45 pages, $1.50.
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GHOSTS I HAVE KNOWN

An hour-and-a-half tape recorded talk by the Director of BSRA on the amazing and amusing -- and terrifying -- aspects of spirit reality and spirit manifestation. The approach is that of an experienced psychic researcher who was convinced of the reality of life after death and of spirit phenomena 30 years ago. Through trance mediums and through his own ESP he has contacted both kinds of ghosts, those who are earthbound because they don't know or won't admit they are dead, and those who voluntarily return to tell us of the path beyond the grave which we must some day travel too. Examples are given of both kinds of communications. The point of view is based on belief in the immortality of the soul and in the doctrine of reincarnation. From this premise the Director puts forward the rather startling idea that every one of us has haunted our parents' bedroom, awaiting an opportunity for conception and rebirth. Proof of this is in the conscious experiences of a few parents who have actually seen and talked to the old soul seeking a new birth! Several anecdotes of this kind are in the talk. 5 in. reel, Monaural, 1½ hrs. two sides, $4.50 post & tax paid.

MEETING ON THE MOON

The Director's summary of Clips, Quotes & Comments on Flying Saucers, the early Apollo trips to the Moon, Men In Black and other phenomena of the Space Age. Mimeo Book, illustrated, 48 pages, ... $2.00 Also on tape, 5 in. reel, Monaural, 1½ hrs., $4.50 post & tax paid.  
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